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Swimming Policy 

Aims  

 To enable students to engage in swimming sessions as part of the school curriculum.  

 To comply with the requirements of the 1999 Curriculum in aquatics taking account of 

the fact that our students will need to access pool time in an adapted way as they do with 

many other aspects of the Primary/Secondary Curriculum. 

 To acknowledge the fact that free access to swimming is hugely beneficial to our students 

in particular, in terms of general physical health and also in terms of sensory modulation 

leading to improved communication and reduced behavioural challenges.  

Rationale 

The school has regard to both the physical and mental development of each of its students.  

Believing that a healthy body promotes a healthy mind, the school arranges for 3 week courses 

of swimming in St. Gabriel’s Hydrotherapy Pool for each class and classes are rotated in to a slot 

when there is availability in the pool. 

The school has noted a number of other schools
1

 with students having a similar profile to St. 

Gabriel’s students who take their students swimming on a per class basis therefore we wish to 

give our students every opportunity to avail of this welcome initiative.  

Since Sept. 2019, a morning a week in the on-campus Hydrotherapy Pool has been made 

available to the school at no cost to the school whereby classes can access swimming together.  In 

addition, a physiotherapist familiar with the students, two lifeguards and St. Gabriel’s Centre staff 

(bus escorts) have been made available to the school to support this initiative.  Finally, a group 

of volunteers have been recruited by the PTA/Centre to support this initiative by offering 1:1 or 

2:1 assistance to our students in the water. 

Guidelines 

 Each pupil will attend a 3 week courses of swimming in the Autumn with the cycle 

repeating for each class as soon as each class has had their 3 weeks.    
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 The class sessions will take place on Tuesdays from 9.30 to 12.30pm.  

 Attendance at these sessions fulfils the Aquatics Module of the PE Curriculum as laid 

down by the Department of Education.   

 Students will be accompanied by and supervised by the class teacher supported by class 

SNAs and with further support from School/Centre staff (bus escorts) on the way to and 

from the pool.  

 Volunteers may assist with travelling from class to pool and can assist in the water.  They 

cannot be involved in intimate care. 

 If a volunteer parent is involved, s/he can only assist their own child to undress and dress 

for swimming.  

 The school/centre operates a 2 person policy with regard to intimate care and this will be 

delivered by trained SNA staff and Centre staff.  

 As time is limited, each SNA will look after a student with a Centre staff member (bus 

escort), supporting the student to undress and dress if appropriate, bringing student to 

water’s edge and assisting with anything else the class teacher identifies to be done during 

pool session.   

 While students are being assisted with changing to get into the water, the class teacher 

(with support from volunteers if necessary) will supervise the remaining students in the 

viewing area of the swimming pool (with door closed if necessary to avoid students 

attempting to leave the area).  

 Re medication, the class teacher will inform Nursing the day before the swim session that 

their class is going swimming.  On the morning, the class teacher will confirm 

arrangements.  A staff member will come to Nursing before the swim session of a 

particular class and collect meds for that class (as with external educational visit).  Meds 

will be kept in the swimming pool office during session for ease of access.  In the case of 

emergency, *7127 Nursing number works from the pool area.   

 As with external educational visits, the class teacher should have a working mobile phone 

on them and should feel free to call school office, Swim Co-ordinator or Principal if they 

require assistance of any kind. 

 All items brought to the pool should be clearly labelled with the student’s name. 

 Mobile phones and cameras are forbidden to be used in the swimming pool premises by 

both adults and children for child protection reasons (the class teacher will have access 

to a phone). 
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Arrangements 

 A parent or guardian of each child will be encouraged to attend however their absence 

does not preclude their student from attending swimming.  

 The class teacher will liaise with the school Swim Co-ordinator to work through all 

necessary arrangements including time slot, no. of extra staff required, function of 

volunteers during session, arrangements for any student who cannot go, etc.  

 Particular arrangements required for each class will vary across the school therefore it will 

be the responsibility of the class teacher to put in place arrangements that suit his/her 

particular class.  This will be done with support from the Swim Co-ordinator and Swim 

Team. 

 Class teams are encouraged to visit the pool, meet the pool staff, view the changing areas, 

etc. in advance of their 3 week block of swimming.  

Health and Safety 

Staff will follow the guidelines of school Health & Safety Statement and Child Safeguarding 

Statement at all times. 

Teachers of all classes should remain on the viewing deck during the lesson in order to supervise 

the overall group. 

Other school policies 

This policy should be adhered to in conjunction with the school child safeguarding statement, 

child protection policy, intimate care policy and safety statement. 

Implementation and Review 

This policy was requested by the Board of Management in September 2019 and circulated to 

staff in meetings in early Oct.  

It was subsequently made available to whole school community upon ratification.  

The policy was ratified by the BOM via email in mid October.  

This policy will be reviewed by the Board of Management every two years. 
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It is important to note that the school swimming initiative is a developing initiative and each class 

will have different requirements and challenges with regard to swimming.  The policy may need 

to be amended with the consultation of class teacher, swim co-ordinator and Principal in 

circumstances where this is necessary in order to allow the initiative to proceed and succeed for 

all students. 

 

*In exceptional circumstances, a teacher other than the class teacher may be tasked with bringing 

their group swimming.  This will be organised in consultation with and with the approval of the 

Principal.  


